The phrase commonly used when discussing the criteria for presentations given to high level

decision makers is “Different Level – Different Information”. The critical question is how to put
that phrase into action?
Present2theTOP equips participants presenting to executive leaders with the ability to focus on
information related to the needs of the organization overall rather than one unit or process.
Too often presenters get bogged down in the details rather than answering the critical questions
of, “why”, “how much” and “so what”?

Presentation Flow
Groundwork

Launch

Propose

Present2theTOP’s Unique Value
Close

How you prepare for, launch the presentation,
propose your solution and close for action
will determine whether they buy into your
persuasive arguments.

Objectives
•

Understand how to construct a
persuasive presentation to upper
level management

•

Refine your delivery skills

•

Recognize your personal strengths
and identify areas for improvement

•

Utilize a tool (Presentation Planner)
for preparation

•

Enhance your presentations through
effective use of visual aids

Post Session Coaching
One-on-one follow-up behavioral coaching
sessions will reinforce the workshop
concepts and contribute to breaking habits.
•
•
•
•

Create a new presentation
Video recorded practices
Slide make-overs
Other presentation challenges

These are the three pillars of a strong presentation.
Adhere to these concepts when presenting to executives
who are responsible for strategic planning and visionary
functions for the organization.

Clear - Presenters must come prepared with clarity of
purpose. High level decision makers want to know how
your presentation connects to the larger organizational
strategy.

Concise - Presentations directed to the upper levels
need to be shorter and structured carefully to highlight
only critical information.

Compelling - A short presentation doesn’t

automatically make it interesting. To maintain interest
and move your audience to action, it is imperative that
information be presented passionately and authentically.

Who Should Attend:
•
•
•

Scientists
Managers
Executives

•
•
•

Engineers
Salespeople
Support Staff

Anyone who is required to persuasively present to
executive leadership or a Board of Directors could
benefit from this course.
Standard Session Length: 2 days – live classroom
Customizable
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Outcomes by Module
Key Learnings

Presentation Practices – Video recorded
Incorporates peer feedback, personalized behavioral
coaching and immediate opportunities to
progressively learn from each video.

Integrating Visual Aids
Design visuals to engage the audience and ensure a
clear and concise message. When presenting slides,
learn where to stand and how and when to direct the
attention of the audience to the slide.
Groundwork
Use self-management techniques to overcome fears
and discomfort.

Learning Outcomes – Presenters will …

•

Build self-awareness while accenting strengths
and eliminating distracting behaviors.

•

Cultivate polished and influential
body/gestures/vocal attributes

•

Avoid the trap of overly complex data-oriented
slides that result in reading the slide and
overwhelming the audience with details.

•

Use visual aids effectively to support, clarify
and emphasize points in a compelling and
memorable manner.

•

Be thoroughly and systematically prepared for
key presentations through the use of a
presentation planning tool that ensures a
method for consistently assuring relevance
to the audience.

•

Demonstrate credibility and confidence
through the choice of words, vocal tone
and body language.

•

Frame the presentation to efficiently set the
context for the presentation, clarify the purpose
and action needed from the audience.

•

Bring the presentation to life with appropriate
data and compelling support information that
addresses risks, business alignment and benefits.

•

Effectively deliver a targeted close that moves
the audience to action.

•

Respond with clarity while remaining focused,
confident and calm during the Q&A period.

Prepare a persuasive message by knowing the
makeup of the audience, their needs, concerns,
strategy, and what key points they will be most
interested in.
Delivery Skills
Use voice techniques, body movement, gestures and
eye contact to enhance, rather than undermine,
a presentation.
Elements of Structure
Launch
Effectively and quickly engage the audience
with a core message, clear action
expectations and a focused agenda.
Propose
Deliver a clear, concise, compelling message
using convincing elements to create a logical
storyline that builds from point to point.
Close
Summarize key points for optimum
retention, call for audience action and close
with a clear core message.
Handling Questions & Answers
Learn the P.A.U.S.E. technique to respond to
common and challenging questions.
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